
Customer Compliments, 
Suggestions and Complaints

Introducing feedback-Focus



Course modules

• Why customer comments are so valuable
• How feedback Focus works 
• Scores and reports
• Tips for improvement
• Competency test



Course Aims

Understand the value of 
customer comments

Explanation of how you 
value customer comments

Understand why monthly 
reviews and reports are 

carried out

Enhance technical knowledge of 
the eFocus platform that collects, 

distributes and collates 
comments across the business.

Gain some improvement 
ideas



Assessment
5 question competency test 

based on the content of 
these modules

Expected 
pass rate 
80%



Module 1
Why customer comments are so valuable



Loyalty
•When tracking complaint and comment information 

against loyalty, studies show that if a customer 
doesn’t have a reason to complain their loyalty 
improves.
• However where a customer is unhappy and has a 

cause for complaint their loyalty decreases
• If loyalty decreases, customers are more open to 

looking at what the competition has to offer



Impact on Customer Loyalty
• We know that where a customer is unhappy and has a cause for 

complaint their loyalty decreases. BUT when their complaint is sorted 
out really well, the customer is even MORE loyal than if they never had 
a problem in the first place.

• So handing complaints well impacts positively on customer loyalty and 
this brings about real business benefits. In the private sector enhanced 
customer loyalty has an impact on the bottom line as it costs 5 times 
more to attract a new customer than to retain an existing one. In public 
sector organisations there is a greater sense of trust and the 
organisation’s reputation and image are enhanced.



Only 1 in 25 unhappy customers complain directly to 
you.

• A customer complaint highlights a problem, whether that’s a problem 
with your product, employees or experience, and by hearing these 
problems directly from your customers, you can investigate and 
improve to prevent further complaints in the future.

• A Harvard Business Review found that customers who have a 
complaint handled in less than 5 minutes go on to spend more on 
future purchases.

• Simply put, a customer complaint can become very profitable IF you 
can resolve their problem quickly.



Why do customers leave you?



Complaint analysis is used to track, categorise
and handle customer complaints.

When a customer makes a complaint, he or she is voicing a concern in relation to your product or service. 
However, not all complaints are to be treated equally and there are several questions to ask yourself 
before you take action, including:

• Has this happened before?
• Have the complaints been recorded?
• How often does the same compliant arise?
• Is there a pattern to this complaint in how it was received?
• Has the same customer reported this previously?
• By answering these questions, you can take the necessary steps required to prevent them from 

happening again.



What are the trends?
For example, if several customers 
complain about a specific issue, you can 
use their feedback to improve your 
product or service. Or, if you are currently 
working on a solution, yet you still receive 
complaints from your customer base, you 
can create an email template for support 
that explains, in detail, how are you going 
to solve it.



Module 2
How feedback-Focus works



Website Comment Form



Additional Comments

Social Media Verbal Written



Managing the Platform

The eFocus platform allows you to create your workforce as users. 
• The general manager has full admin access to create users and control 

notifications. 
• Assistant managers can assign tasks to individual members of the team 

who are in control of certain areas, allowing tasks to be dealt with 
quickly and efficiently. Assistant managers can also see how the team are 
performing in regards to responding to submissions and dealing with 
comments, compliments and complaints. 

• Area managers can view the platform as well as setting and completing 
tasks for their team. They can see comments specific to the areas they 
are responsible for and generate reports. 

• Receptionists can log comments that may be verbally spoken to them or 
forms that have been handed back to them. They can access reporting 
which can be useful for keeping the team informed in common areas of 
how well the centre is operating.

• Team members are key to the platform. They will generate the 
comments that are left by customers as they are the face of the 
business. Comments made about particular staff can be passed on which 
helps with staff progression and improvement. 



Module 3
Scores and Reports



Key Performance Indicator
• This measure shows the number of complaints that have been lodged on feedback-Focus as a ratio of 

1,000 visits/swipes
• Total visits 5000, 1 complaints = a score of 0.2 complaints per 1000 visits
• Target

0.35 is based on UK industry upper quartile 
0.5 is UK industry average (rather than upper quartile) 



Dashboard View



Activity and experience commented on



Comments over time and speed of response



Pyramid Reporting

eFocus allows you to filter your reporting from operator level down to individual leisure centres. This allows you to have 
an understanding of how the business is performing overall, in different parts of the country, between different contracts 

and individually as centres. With this detail you can see the difference your decisions will make at every level.



Module 4
Tips for making the most of comments

eFocus tutorial 



5 step check list in order to respond, resolve and keep 
your customer happy.

Solving customer complaints is a lot like putting out fires. It’s reactive, and no matter 
how good your product or service is, it’s impossible to please all of your customers.

1. Acknowledge the complaint
2. Inform the customer that you are taking action
3. Record and categorise the customer complaint
4. Resolve the complaint according to company policy
5. Follow up with the customer to make sure they are satisfied

http://www.superoffice.com/blog/get-to-know-what-keeps-your-customers-happy-and-make-them-stick-around/


Follow up!

• Very few companies follow up with their customers. Be different, stand out 
and follow up on comments, quickly.
• Following up shows you care. And this makes the customer feel important.
• Feeling important promotes loyalty and referral, generating more 

customers.



Online Tutorial 

https://youtu.be/SwGgtD2K2Jo

https://youtu.be/SwGgtD2K2Jo


Module 5
Competency test



Quiz
• It costs 5 times more to attract a new customer than to retain an existing one
• Out of 25, how many unhappy customers will tell you they are unhappy? 1
• What do the remaining customers do? Leave without telling you why
• Where is the customer comment form? On each centre’s webpage under feedback 

button
• What is UK average for complaints per 1000 visits? 0.5



For more resources…
www.leisure-net.org
Leisure-net Solutions
@_Leisurenet
http://tiny.cc/leisure-netyoutube

http://www.leisure-net.org/
http://tiny.cc/leisure-netyoutube

